
	  

	  

The 5pc pro Contouring & Highlighting Kit is a brush set that's used exclusively for contouring with powders or creams. 

pro Sculptor Makeup Brush: How to Use for Contouring: 
• Pick up makeup product with your brush; tap off any excess product.  

Cheekbone Contouring: Starting at the top of the ear, sweep product below the cheekbone, towards the corner of the 
mouth, stopping in line with the iris. Next, begin to blend in small circular and up and down motions until no harsh lines. 

• Forehead Contouring: Focusing on temples and the sides of the forehead, sweep the product across the forehead 
staying close to the hairline. Next, using small circular motions begin to blend product, brushing into the hairline. Blend 
until no harsh lines. 

• Jawline Contouring: Sweep and blend product along the jawline starting from the bottom of the ear, moving towards the 
chin. Blend until no harsh lines. 

pro Duo Fiber Makeup Brush: How to Use for Bronzing 
• Pick up your favorite makeup product on your brush; tap off any excess product. Begin at the temple, sweeping and 

blending the product in circular motions, back towards the hairline. Blending down along the hairline towards the ear to the 
cheekbone, continuing to blend along the cheekbone, and then back towards the ear, blending down towards the jawline, 
sweeping and blending along the jawline, creating the shape of the number three (3). 

• Cream Contour: Add cream contour with the pro Detailer Brush to the side of the forehead, hollows of your cheeks, along 
your jawbone and the side of your nose. Use the pro Duo Fiber Brush to blend as described above, creating the shape of 
the number three (3). 

 
pro Highlighter Makeup Brush: How to Use for Highlighting 

• Pick up your favorite highlighter with your brush; tap off any excess product. Sweep the highlighter on the top of the 
cheekbone, center of the forehead, down the bridge of the nose (and tip), chin and the cupids bow in a back and forth 
and/or a tapping (patting) motion. Add an extra highlight to the brow bone if desired. Can also use brush with your 
brightening powder to set your under eye concealer. 
 

pro Detailer Makeup Brush: How to Use for Contouring 
• Pick up makeup product with your brush; tap off any excess product. With a light hand, shade in a line along the sides of 

the nose bridge, starting at the eyebrow and/or the inner eye area down to the nostrils. To shorten the look of your nose, 
continue to the tip of the nose. Go back to blend in, using a back and forth or a circular motion to blend out any harsh 
lines. For a fuller lip, shade under the bottom lip.  

• Eye: To add depth, dimension and enhance the shape of your eyes, add a contour shade to the crease and outer V of 
your eye. 

• Cream Contour: Use this brush to apply your cream contour to the sides of your forehead, the hollows of your cheeks, 
along the sides of the nose, along the jawline and under the lip. Blend with the pro Duo Fiber makeup brush for a flawless 
finish. 

 
pro Contour Sponge: How to Use for Cream Contouring 

• Step 1: Run sponge under warm water until saturated. Wring out sponge by squeezing it in your hand to remove any 
excess water. The sponge should not be dripping, but moist. 

• Step 2: If your cream contour is in a pallet form, apply cream contour with the pro Detailer Brush or the pro Contour 
Sponge to the side of the forehead, hollows of your cheeks, along your jawbone and the side of your nose.  

• Step 3: Using the pro Contour Sponge, begin to blend by “stippling” (a bouncing motion) the product with the flat side of 
the sponge. Use the sides or the tip of the sponge as well. 

How to Best Care for Your Makeup Brushes: We recommend cleaning your makeup brush before using it the first time. 

There are many different methods to clean makeup brushes, such as soaps, shampoos, or cleansers. One favorite method and 
secret used in the beauty industry is to clean brushes with olive oil in addition to any soap that kills bacteria (hand soap). It may 
seem counterintuitive to apply oil to a product that is coming into contact with your skin, however oil removes oil. For daily cleaning, 
consider using a daily brush cleaner, or makeup remover wipes. 

We recommend deep cleaning your makeup brushes weekly using the following best method: 

1. Holding the brush by the handle with the bristles facing down, run water over bristles. 
2. Gently squeeze out any excess water and makeup residue. 
3. Apply a dime size amount of mild soap and olive oil into the palm of your hand. 
4. Gently massage the bristles into your palm in a circular motion while running under water until the water runs clear, being 

careful NOT to submerge the brush. 
5. Squeeze out any excess water using a clean towel. 
6. Allow the makeup brush to air dry in an open space overnight, ideally hanging with bristles facing down to prevent water 

from settling into the ferrule. 

IMPORTANT: Do not submerge the makeup brush/bristles in water; avoid getting moisture in the ferrule (metal part) as it can settle 
and cause loose bristles and or handle. 


